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many households are facing severe financial challenges such as job losses, pay cuts and other adverse effects that 
are straining household finances. This leaves households reliant on personal savings (or new loans) for consumption. 
Household income (relative to expenses) remains the critical factor explaining whether one can accumulate 
sufficient savings for emergencies. Effective financial literacy should help individuals avoid financial problems, and 
can enable individuals to manage their income well, even in the current demanding times. Financial Education is 
increasingly important, and not just for investors (Norman, 2006). It is becoming essential for the average family trying 
toto decide how to balance its budget, buy a home, fund their children’s education, and ensure an income when the 
parents retire. Of course, people have always been responsible for managing their finances on a day to day basis, be 
it to spend on a holiday or save for new furniture; how much to put aside for a children’s education or to set them up 
in life, but, recent developments have made Financial Education and awareness increasingly important for financial 
well-being. Huston (2010), in “Measuring Financial Literacy” pointed out that financial literacy does not necessarily 
imply optimal behaviours or outcomes since characteristics such as impulsiveness, behavioural biases, unusual 
ppreferences, or external circumstances may also contribute to poor financial decision making. 

The challenges brought on by the past year have been described as unprecedented, historic, and unforgettable. Our 
report shares how we navigated through them alongside our stakeholders and loyal partners that are always ready to 
offer help where need be. Despite 2020/21 being a challenging year for many Namibians economically, FLI has been 
working hard to educate the nation on financial matters, to support consumers to make wise financial decisions that 
will enable them to manage their personal and business finances effectively and efficiently. At FLI, we believe that a 
collaborative effort with stakeholders and platform supporters can enhance the financial capability of all Namibians. 
TheThe active involvement of our stakeholders and platform supporters enables FLI to execute activities that are aimed 
at uplifting Namibians to narrow the economic divide and improve their quality of life. 

This report, which FLI is delighted to present, outlines the financial literacy activities that FLI undertook during the 
2020/2021 financial year. These activities, which were all based on the approved strategy and plan of action, will 
continue to benefit individuals and businesses, strengthen the economy, and foster a brighter future for our country.
 
This report provides a snapshot of the current state of Financial Education as well as programme carried out by the 
FLI during the financial year under review.
At FLI we thank all our platform supporters and Government for their unwavering commitment towards educating the 
Namibia citizens financially and we look forward to the continuous collaboration to advance this agenda.

I thank you

The Financial Literacy Initiative (FLI) is mandated by the state to enhance national 
Financial Education and consumer protection in Namibia. Throughout the country, 
Financial Education services are undergoing significant changes, while at the same 
time facing some very difficult challenges. A huge amount of effort is going into 
educating and raising awareness to citizens in different categories on matters relating to 
financial services, and, encouraging them to make better and more sound financial 
decisions; in the effort to help them live a financially stress-free life. However, more is 
neededneeded if we are to achieve these goals, set out by Namibia financial sector strategy; of 
an effective financial sector, across the country. 

My reflection on this year is that it has been among the most challenging years for FLI 
since its inception. The COVID-19 pandemic brought disruption and uncertainty to our 
operations and all our stakeholder, colleagues and platform supporters. The pandemic 
has not only affected the world economy but also the family economy 
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Activities

Financials 

Revenue:                           N$ 4,008,050.00

Expenditure:                      N$ 2,018,913.00

7 416
Booklets distributed

24 104
Website visits

276
Radio programs aired

101 268
Facebook fans reached

96 349
Twitter fans reached

423 

Employees reached through Financial Wellness Workplace Programme 
Once- off Session

30 
Employees reached through Financial Wellness Workplace Programme

2020/2021 at a glance
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The FLI is a secretariat that is mandated to enhance the financial capability of Namibians that enables them to make 
sound financial decisions, for themselves and for their families such as: to differentiate various financial products and 
services, to budget and plan ahead financially, to build up some savings, to invest and to avoid becoming 
over-indebted.  FLI was officially launched in 2012 with offices in Windhoek-as a national platform to enhance 
Financial education for individuals as well as Micro, Small, and Medium enterprises (MSMEs). A baseline survey on 
Financial Literacy in Namibia 2013 revealed that the country’s overall financial literacy score stood at 42.75% while 
thethe 2017 Namibia Financial Capability Survey indicated the country’s financial literacy scored as 52.94%, the studies 
have shown that the country’s financial literacy score increased by 10.19%, this can attest that FLI interventions have 
improved the financial capability level in the society, by empowering people to make smart financial decisions.

Consumer financial literacy and protection is a component of financial inclusion which is a key area in the Namibia 
Financial Sector Strategy (NFSS) 2011-2021. Therefore, financial inclusion and financial literacy are twin pillars. 
Whereby, financial inclusion acts from the supply-side providing the financial market/services with what people 
demand while financial literacy stimulates the demand side, making people aware of what they can demand and in 
the same vein strengthen the behaviours among various target groups - such as children, the youth, adults, MSMEs 
and entrepreneurs as stipulated in the FLI 2018/19-2022/23 five-year strategic plan.

OurOur programs drive the individuals and MSMEs towards better budgeting and planning, increased savings, prudent 
spending, and better-informed borrowing which can positively affect the country’s saving and investment, debt 
management, and borrowing practices in the long run.

OOverall, this annual report describes the secretariat’s efforts in a broad range of financial literacy and capability areas 
within its mandate and relevancy to consumers’ financial lives. This report further outlines our approaches in 
delivering Financial Education to individuals and MSMEs towards the achievement of financial inclusion agenda in 
the country. The personal programs topics were selected by institutions, while the MSMEs topics were guided by the 
type of business categories.  The evaluation results of the 2019 Financial Wellness Workplace Program (FWWP) 
participants have shown improvement in some areas, however, the results outlined that employees need to rethink 
andand commit to paying their accounts on time and implementing a written budget in their lives to improve their 
financial standing. While the MSMEs impact assessment has shown positive impact to the participants’ financial 
management, usage of financial products and entrepreneurial behaviour, the impact results further established that 
participants of MSMEs trainings (strongly) agreed that the training was relevant to their businesses and they were 
motivated and inspired to apply what they had learned in order to improve and extend their businesses.

The COVID- 19 pandemic, greatly interrupted activities that were planned for the year 2020/21. These limitations 
were due to the health regulation measures to control the spread of the pandemic which resulted in limited 
movement and gatherings of individuals within select areas of the country. FLI was unable to execute its activities 
because most platforms involve face-to-face interaction with the public, this then calls for the realisation of lasting 
developments of new ways in delivering financial education to all target groups from both the secretariat and 
platform supporters as the pandemic has demonstrated the importance of investing in financial education.

TThe Secretariat is pleased to submit the 5th Financial Literacy Annual Report. The report covers the period from April 
2020 through March 2021. The quarters in the entire document are represented in the following breakdown; Q1 
April- June 2020, Q2 July-September 2020, Q3 October- December 2020 and lastly, Q4 January- March 2021.

Introduction01
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To achieve these objectives and in line with our goal the strategies outlined below are what we 
implement.

 • Strategy 1: Develop and implement a strategy to improve the financial literacy of consumers in the 
            country currently executing a Five-Year Strategy: 2018/19-2022/23.                                  
 • Strategy 2: Provide consumers with timely and understandable information to make responsible 
                                decisions about financial transactions.
 • Strategy 3: Conduct financial education programs to educate and empower consumers to make 
                                bet                                better informed financial decisions.
 • Strategy 4: Provide opportunities for consumers to access activities and information on a broad 
                                range of financial capability topics.                            
 • Strategy 5: Provide opportunities for consumers to access information on financial products and 
                                services, a better understanding of financial products and services contributes to c 
                 losing the knowledge gap between consumers and service providers which results 
               in increased mutual understanding.    
            • Strategy 6: Conduct surveys on financial capabilities of individuals and MSMEs.

2.3  STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS

To achieve an improved quality of life and a narrowed economic divide 
through financially capable, assertive and well-protected Namibians.

To achieve this vision, four objectives have been identified as follows:

2.2  OBJECTIVES

Objective 1: Namibians are better financially educated and financially capable which leads them to make
         informed financial decisions throughout their lives.
Objective 2: Namibians are able to choose and appropriately use financial products and/or services which
     are best for their specific needs.
Objective 3: Namibians understand and act upon their rights and responsibilities within the financial sec-
               tor and know how to make use of the appropriate recourse mechanisms.
ObjectiObjective 4: Monitor and evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of its projects and undertakes research

2.1  Vision

FLI is steered by the Ministry of Finance with joint financial and physical resource support from platform supporters; 
the Namibian public, private and civil society organizations as well as the German government through Gesellschaft 
für Internationale Zusammenarbeit(GIZ) converging at addressing the needs in financial literacy and consumer 
protection in a coordinated effort.

About Us02
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3.1 Executive Committee (EXCO)

Ms. Victoria Muranda
EXCO member 
Namfisa

Ms. Ndeshi Shitenga
FLI Secretariat 

Manager – Chairperson

Mr. Petrus Shifotoka
EXCO member 
Bank of Namibia

Mr. Gernot de Klerk
EXCO member 
Nedbank

Mr. Immanuel Nashivela
EXCO member 
Min. of Finance

The EXCO was selected by the platform supporters at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) that took place on 23 
October 2020. The FLI is delighted to have the institutions and their respective representatives below as the FLI 
2020/21 executive committee.

Committees03

Financial Literacy Initiative Executive Committee for the Financial Year 2020/21.

Executive Committee(EXCO) Responsibilities:
1. Oversee the overall implementation of Financial Education activities.
2. Review and approve the budget and oversee the bank account.
3. Review, oversee and approve the action plan.
4. Consolidate, discuss and represent the opinions of the platform supporters as a representative elected
 committee to carry the interests of the platform supporters.
5. Meet on a quarterly basis or when the need arises.
6.6. Elect one representative from themselves (other than the Ministry of Finance(MoF) representative or the
 FLI Secretariat Manager) to represent the platform  supporters in the tender committee.
7. Three or more members (or their assigned alternates) need to be present for a meeting to meet a quorum.
8. Receive and sign auditing and financial reports and report to the platform supporters at the AGM.
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3.2 Tender Committee

The following individuals and their respective institutions were elected by the platform supporters at the AGM that 
took place on 23 October 2020 to be committee members of the 2020/21 tender committee.

Financial Literacy Initiative Tender Committee for the Financial Year 2020/21

Tender Committee Responsibilities:

1. Discuss and make decisions on the procurement of goods and services.

2. Authorize the relevant signatories to sign contracts on behalf of the FLI/ MoF.

3. Oversee procurement and contractual processes.

4. Evaluate different quotes and tenders.

Ms. Ndeshi Shitenga
FLI Secretariat 

Manager – Chairperson

Mr. Petrus Shifotoka
EXCO member
Bank of Namibia

Mr. Immanuel Nashivela
EXCO member

Ministry of Finance
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Debt Vision

First National Bank 

Office of the First Lady

Business Financial 
Solutions

Development Bank 
of Namibia

Bank of Namibia

Bank Windhoek

Adonai Trust 

Agribank of Namibia

International Association
of Students in Economic 
and Commercial Sciences

Avril Payment Solution

Ministry of Finance

Namibia Chamber of  
Commerce and Industry

Namibia Employers 
Federation

Micro Lenders 
Association

NAMFISA

Kongalend

Letshego

Hangala Capital

Healthworks Business
Coalition

House of Women

Indigenous People's
Business Forum

04 Platform Supporters
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Namibia Football 
Association

National Youth Council

Ndapunikwa Investment 
Management

Nedbank

Old Mutual

Payments association 
of Namibia

Retirement Funds Institute 
of Namibia

Shack Dweller’s Federation 
Namibia and NHAG

SOS Children's 
Village

Standard Bank

TransUnion Credit 
Bureau Pty Ltd

University of Namibia

Namibia Estate 
Agents Board

Deutsche Gesellschaft 
für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit

Namibia SME Forum

Namibia Financial Sector 
Charter

Development Partner

Namibia Informal Sector
Organisation

Namibia University of
Science and Technology

Namibia Savings and 
Investment Association 

NANGOF Trust
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4.1 New platform supporters

FLI would like to warmly welcome the University of Namibia (UNAM) and Namibia Savings and Investment 
Association (NASIA) for becoming platform supporters and joining the pursuit of financial literacy in Namibia. Both 
institutions will offer in- kind services, whereby, UNAM will collaborate with FLI in research activities on financial 
topics, while NASIA will assist in the content development of the financial literacy programs as well as in the delivery 
of the financial literacy programs to the public. 

Prof. Kenneth Kamwi Matengu , UNAM vice-chancellor and Ms. Ndeshi Shitenga FLI secretariat manager signing a memorandum of 
understanding MoU
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FLI only has one office located in Windhoek, but operates country-wide by visiting regions to conduct events and 
various training on financial education and all its services cater to the whole country. 

05 Operations

Location of the FLI office

Our programs target the following groups:

• Children
• Youth 
• Employed
• Unemployed
• Start-ups
•• Micro entrepreneurs
• Small Medium Enterprises

5.1 Target groups
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5.2 Our Team

The FLI team comprises of MoF employees and is supported by interns from local universities, usually contracted 
for six months. The team is being guided by its platform supporters in accomplishing the strategic objectives.

FLI Organogram   

Ms. Ndeshi Shitenga

Ms. Antonia Smith
Senior Media Officer

Mr. Fredy Embashu
Intern: 

Research, Monitoring and Evaluation         

Ms. Justina Nghinamanhu
Administrative Officer 
to the Manager

Ms. Iyaloo Magongo
     Intern: 
    Media 

Mr. Ombili Shipena
Intern: 

Training and Coordination

Ms. Chuma Siboleka
Senior Economist: 

Training and Coordination 

Ms. Adelheid Nashilundo
Senior Economist: 

Research, Monitoring and Evaluation                

Ms. Teckla Shipulwa
Senior Economist: 
Financial Inclusion

Deputy Director
FLI Secretariat Manager

 

Ms. Iyaloo Ailonga
Chief Economist 

Business and Personal Finance

Ms. Loide Toolu
 Financial Administrator
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Office of the manager (administration and finance)

The manager's office ensures the following:

• Implementation of  the strategy set by the platform supporters and other 
     stakeholders.
• Accountability of funds by ensuring proper accounting records are kept and audited.
• Activities, progress updates and financial reports are submitted to the management
  and platform supporters on a quarterly and annual basis. 
• Staff are properly skilled.
• Platform supporters and stakeholder relationships are effectively managed.
• Relevant policies are in place.
• Secretariat deliver it’s mandate.

Training and Coordination

TThe Training and Coordination section is responsible for conducting and coordinating personal and MSMEs 
training.

Research, Monitoring, and Evaluation

The Research, Monitoring and Evaluation section is responsible for conducting and coordinating research activities 
and the Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) of FLI activities. 

Media 

TThe Media section is responsible for internal and external communication on financial educational programs 
countrywide through various platforms of communication.

Financial Inclusion and Consumer Protection

The financial inclusion section is responsible for advocating for the development of financial services and products 
that are promoting financial inclusion among Namibians. Promoting the use of available financial services and 
products by consumers in a well-protected manner.

5.3 Operational sectors
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06 Project Perfomance Overview

FLI believes that start-ups play a significant role in economic growth although in many cases they are small-scale 
companies. However, they can create jobs which can improve the economy and significantly reduce 
unemployment. Furthermore, start-ups can also contribute to economic progression by encouraging innovation 
and promoting competition.

Start-upStart-up festivals are regional events that FLI carries out to inspire Namibians to become entrepreneurs by 
celebrating the beauty of innovative and novel ideas. During start-up events, we focus on inspiring, growing, and 
celebrating start-ups in Namibia as well as tapping into the existing culture of resourcefulness and entrepreneurship 
among Namibians.

During the year under review, FLI has hosted two start -up festivals- one in the Kunene region and the other in the 
Kavango- East region. A total of 189 people were engaged during these events, 96 (50.8%) participants were from 
the Kunene region while  93 (49.2%) were from the Kavango- East.

FIG 1: Number of people reached during the start-up festival events in Kunene and the Kavango- East region

During the year under review two start-up festival events took place in Opuwo, Kunene region and Rundu, Kavango 
East region. A total number of 189 participants took part in the start-up festivals. Of the 189 participants 96 (49.2%) 
were form the Kunene region and 96 (50.8%) for the Kavango East region as illustrated in FIG.1 above.

93

96

This section will  highlight the  programs that FLI executed under business and personal finance, during the period 
under review.

6.1 Business Finance

6.1.1 Start-ups and start- up festival events

06
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Opuwo Start-Up Festival

Rundu Start-Up Festival

FLI organised a pitch training on the 9th December 2020, to start-up entrepreneurs from Rundu, that were registered 
to participate in the pitching competition that is usually conducted before the start-up festival event. The pitch 
training was aimed at equipping entrepreneurs with the skills, on how they should present their pitch during the 
start-up festival event. The necessity of the pitch training was identified from the previous start-up festival events, 
where FLI observed that pitchers’ participants lack the skills, to present their goods or services during the pitching 
competition.competition. Therefore, FLI implemented the pitch training, to be undertaken before every start-up festival event, to 
ensure that participants are equipped with the knowledge in their area. 

The Opuwo start-up festival was held on the 7th November 2020 in Opuwo; Kunene region, at the Ministry of Health 
and Social Services boardroom. The festival was organised in consultation with the Kunene Regional Council and 
Opuwo Town Council. The festival was held under a theme “Own Your Zula” and participants were presented with 
various topics from different experts.

The following topics were presented to the public during the event :
• Overview of FLI and start-up festival.
• Creating innovative solutions amidst COVID-19.
•• The basic of business financial management.
• The importance of business registration and marketing to grow your business.

During the festival, the FLI also hosted a pitching competition,  where eight  selected pitchers were given the 
platform to share their business ideas and obtain support that will aid in future developments of their business. It was 
also an opportunity for pitchers and other participants to learn about presenting a concept to a large audience. The 
winners of the competition were selected by a panel of judges consisting of a representative of the FLI, Victoria 
Haihambo- speaker at the event, and a representative from Bank Windhoek Opuwo SME division. 

TThe winners were as follows:
1st Prize:   N$ 10 000 to Elder Rus (Opuwo Accommodation) 
2nd Prize:   N$ 7 000 to Charlton Richter (Aquablitz)
3rd Prize:    N$ 4 000 to Sarafina Costa (Fine-Apples Trading) 

       FIG 7: Opuwo start- up festival winners 

Elder Rus (Opuwo Accommodation)1st Prize N$ 10 000 (Right), Charlton Richter (Aquablitz)2nd prize N$ 7 000 (Left), 
Sarafina Costa (Fine-Apples Trading)- 3rd prize N$   4 000 (Centre).
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Thereafter, the Rundu start-up festival was held on 12th December 2020 in Rundu (Kavango-East) at the  
Kavango-East Regional Council auditorium. The event was also organised in consultation with the Kavango East 
Regional Council.

Participants were educated on the following topics:
• Overview of FLI and start-up festival.
• The importance of business  registration and marketing to grow your business.
• The basic of business financial management.
•• Agri-tech for rural innovation.

Start-up entrepreneurs from the Kavango- East region participated in the pitching competition and three 
winners were selected by the judges. 

FLI presented the winners with the following prizes:    
1st Prize:  N$ 10 000 to Rosalia Haiputa (Kendarose Trading Enterprises) 
2nd Prize:  N$ 7 000 to Januarius Hamutenya (Hamutenya Cleaning Services) 
3rd Prize:  N$ 4 000 to Emilian N. Amwandangi (Awaits Trading) 
  

Rosalia Haiputa (Kendarose Trading Enterprises) - 1st prize N$ 10 000, Januarius Hamutenya (Hamutenya Cleaning 
Services)- 2nd prize N$ 7 000, Emilian N. Amwandangi (Awaits Trading)- 3rd prize N$ 4 000.  
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6.1.2 Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)

MSMEs are key contributors to employment creation, income generation, and poverty eradication for the people of 
Namibia; both in urban and rural areas. According to the national policy on MSME’s in Namibia  
2016 – 2021, MSMEs represent one-third of the nation’s workforce and they contribute to 12% of the Namibian GDP. 
The policy also highlighted that MSMEs are faced with various challenges in regards to financial access and many 
more. These aspects can have negative impacts on the MSMEs' growth. Therefore, FLI recognizes MSMEs as one of 
its key areas in delivering Financial Education to address the adverse factors.

TThe following services are offered and made available to the MSMEs for the growth of their 
businesses:

Info hub

InfoInfo hub, is an online database with individualised search criteria, comprising all possible financing instruments for 
enterprises in Namibia. It consists of 21 public and private institutions, FLI 2019 Info hub financial products/services 
available from banks, regional councils as well as foundations that offer loans, grants, or equipment to businesses. 
Info hub aims to help enterprises identify appropriate financial support and serves as a “one-stop-shop” to access all 
necessary information on finance for businesses. 

Additionally,Additionally, for businesses without internet access, an offline Info hub booklet version was also created and is being 
distributed countrywide. Info hub addresses the lack of access to financial information MSMEs face. 

Copy of FLI info hub booklets                    
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11

7

The FLI conducted a micro simulation training in Rundu (Kavango-East) with participants from KAYEC during the 
period under review. From the total of 18 participants that took part, 11 (61%) were female and 7 (39%) were 
male.(FIG. 3).

FLI reported a total of 11,425 Info hub website visits during the period under review. As depicted by FIG. 2 above, 
quarter one reported the highest number of people accessing the Info hub website with a total of 5523. Notably in 
quarter four only 220 visits were reported. The decline in visits was due to the website under-going maintenance 
during the third and fourth quarter which was a major contributing factor to the significant decline during the year 
under review. 

Training 
FLIFLI conducted various types of training that is suitable to the type of business. The trainings are aimed at offering 
tools that should help MSMEs to obtain access to finance and strengthen their capacity with regards to money 
management skills. The 2019 MSMEs FLI impact assessment showed that equipping MSMEs with business financial 
management, enabled sustainable businesses across Namibia. This section will focus on the MSMEs training that 
was offered during the reported period.

a) Micro Simulation Training
TThe micro simulation training targeted informal entrepreneurs and aimed to equip entrepreneurs with financial skills 
that could sustain their businesses. The training was delivered within five days, whereby participants were trained in 
a simulation-based environment by involving the use of basic equipment to model real-world scenarios. 

FIG. 2: Quarterly Info hub website visits                           

FIG. 3: Micro Simulation Training participants by gender conducted by FLI for KAYEC in Rundu (Kavango-East)                
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Micro Business Board Game Training, Walvis Bay Municipality, Feb 2021

Traditional Business Financial Management Training, KAYEC Resource Center, Nkehemu, Rundu August 2020

b) Micro Business Board Game Training
The Micro Business Board Game Training is designed for and targeted at informal and non-registeredentrepreneurs. 

FIG. 4: Number of micro business board game participants from Oshana Town Council and Walvis Bay Municipality 

39

20

A total of two Micro Business Board Game trainings took place in Oshakati and Walvis Bay. These trainings had 
participants from the Oshana Regional Council and Walvis Bay Municipality respectively. A total number of 59 
participants took part in the training with 20 (33.9%) participants from Oshana Regional Council and 39 (66.1%) from 
Walvis bay Municipality. (FIG. 4) 
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6.2.2 Adult Programmes

TThe existence of COVID-19 exposed the need to strengthen the importance of Financial Education in the workforce. 
FLI has therefore encouraged, both public and private institutions to implement a financial wellness program within 
their wellness programs; for the wellness of their employees and to prepare for uncertain situations. The 2017 
Namibia Financial Capability states the Namibian financial literacy scores as 52.94% an indication that Namibia still 
has a population that needs to be capacitated to make informed financial decisions and be able to mitigate the 
effects of uncertainties such as COVID-19.

Financial Wellness Workplace Programme (FWWP)

TThe FWWP aims at stimulating a culture of financial discipline among the working population group in both the 
private and public sectors. The program covers a range of topics,  that include but are not limited to: saving, 
budgeting, spending, insurance, borrowing, debt management, and general financial management.
TThe wellness program uses two approaches namely: a repeated intervention approach where FLI officials facilitate 
several selected sessions, maximum of eight sessions to a group of employees at a particular institution. The second 
approach is a once-off session, in which FLI officials facilitate a two-hour session, with a group of employees at a 
particular institution. The once-off approach aims at getting institutions to commit themselves to the first approach. 
The defined approaches require both parties, FLI and the interested institutions to approach each other in ensuring 
that the working force has benefited from these advantageous programs.

6.2.1 Youth Programmes

Financial Education is an important aspect to the youth because it teaches the principles of managing money. At FLI 
we encourage financial education to be a continuous process right from childhood to adulthood for the youth to 
become more self-sufficient and financially stable as they will have a good relationship with money and be able to 
develop realistic financial goals for themselves when they become adults.

Primary School (6-13 years)

TThe 2017 Namibia Financial Capability Survey states that 29% of parents or guardians indicated primary school level 
as the right stage to start teaching children how to handle money. Teaching financial skills to kids before they enter 
university or the labour force is crucial and it will help them grow into adults who can achieve financial security and 
success. During the period under review FLI held discussions with the Ministry of Education, Arts and Culture 
management on how best to incorporate Financial Education into the primary school curriculum.

Financial Literacy At Tertiary Institutions
 
FinancialFinancial literacy is one of the core skills needed to succeed in the 21st century; it is therefore important for students 
to have access to personal financial coaches in various areas such as student loans, investment options, financial 
markets and capital budgeting. FLI engaged with local tertiary institutions on the need to recognize the importance 
of essential financial skills that tertiary students need before they leave university to acquire solid financial 
knowledge in financial management that will benefit the students and the economy as a whole.

DuringDuring the period under review, FLI signed a Memorandum of Understating (MOU) with UNAM that will work toward 
the implementation of financial education in the UNAM curriculum and it will also allow FLI to give financial coaching 
sessions to students and staff. Furthermore, FLI conducted one session with students from the International 
University of Management (IUM).

6.2 Personal Finance
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Number of FWWP participants trained by the FLI organisation (Apr 2020 - Mar 2021)

12

18

The KAYEC Trust

SOS Children’s Village

A total of 30 participants was reached through the FWWP by FLI from two different institutions namely KAYEC and 
SOS Children’s Village. The breakdown shows that 18 (60%) participants were from KAYEC and 12 (40%) participants 
the SOS Children’s Village (FIG. 5). 

FIG. 6: Number of participants trained during the once-off sessions

A total of 423 participants were reached through the once-off session (FIG 14). Once-off sessions were conducted in 
different towns from the following four regions which were: Khomas 268  (63.3%), Erongo 78 (18.4%), Omusati 55 
(13.1%)and Ohangwena 22 (5.2%). Majority of participants were from the Khomas region, while Ohangwena region 
reported the least participants. Furthermore, the bulk number of participants were from the public sector, mostly 
from Offices, Ministries and Agencies (OMAs).

Members of the Leaners Representative Council from Shaanika Nashilongo attending the financial literacy session conducted by FLI.

FIG. 5: Number of FWWP participants from KAYEC and SOS Children’s Village trained by FLI 
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Saving Game 

Institution Target Group Participants #Female #Males Town Region

General Public Youth and Adults 42 30 12 Windhoek Khomas

Table 2: Number of participants reached during the Saving Board Game training (Apr 2020- Mar 2021):  

The table above shows the number of Saving Board Game participants trained from two training conducted in 
Windhoek. A total of 42 participants took part in the Saving Board Game trainings whereby ten were females 
and three were males in the first training and 20 females and eight males in the second training. Based on the 
gender breakdown of the participants, females seem more interested in the Saving Board Game training. 

Participants after attending the Saving Board Game training held in Windhoek
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Public Talks

Public talks are held monthly to educate the public on various financial matters and to educate the public on the FLII 
vision and objectives. The public talks for the year under review were conducted at the FLI offices during working 
hours and the public was invited to attend through various platforms such as: short message service (SMS), FLI social 
media platforms, and the FLI notice board. The public talks are open to all and the public usually influences the topics 
that are covered. 

FIG. 7: Number of public talks atFIG. 7: Number of public talks attendants by gender distribution                  

Only three public talks took place during the year from quarter 2 to quarter 4 under the following topics: Q2- Buying 
and selling shares; Q3-Financial institutions regulation and Q4-Pension/ retirement funds. Quarter two under the topic 
Buying and sharing shares saw the highest turnout of participants with 118 attendees of which, 64 (54.3%) were 
female and 54 (45.7%) males, under the topic Pension/ Retirement Funds in quarter four saw attendance of 27 
participants: 14 (51.9%) male and 13 (48.1%) female. A total of 163 people were reached during the period under 
review, 87 (53.3%) females and 76 (46.7%) males. With quarter three Financial Institution Regulations having had the 
least atleast attendees of only 18 participants.  No public talks could be held in Q1 due to COVID-19 disruptions (FIG. 7).

64

54
10

13

148

Public talk on Buying and Selling shares  
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07Media Platforms

7.1 Outreach Activities

The FLI aspires to educate the public on Consumer Financial Education and Consumer Protection  and therefore 
endeavours to reach out to the public through numerous ways with the aim to increase the public financial capability 
and brand awareness is crucial.

BelowBelow are several media platforms we used to reach and provide the community with financial literacy information 
through community outreach programs and educational campaigns that are done in partnership with various 
stakeholders to promote Financial Education nationally. 

Activations/Roadshows

Activations/Roadshows are aimed at creating awareness and promoting financial literacy through interactions with 
the public and  sharing the FLI’s financial educational materials.  This platform is also used to inform the public about 
FLI's future events and activities. 

FIG. 9: Number of Activations /Roadshows conducted by region

FIG. 8 above shows the number of activations carried out during the reporting period. Quarter two recorded the 
highest number of activations conducted with a total of 13. this was because FLI and Namibia University of Science 
and Technology (NUST) conducted data collection for the joint research project, and, activations could be held at 
every location visited by the research team. There were no activations in quarter one due to COVID -19 and the 
limiting regulations that had to be adhered to.

FIG. 9 above depicts the number of activations per region. Oshana and Oshikoto had the highest with six activations 
each, and Khomas region had the least with only two activations conducted. Kunene had four while Kavango-East 
had five and Erongo managed to carry out three.

FIG. 8: Number of Activations /roadshows conducted per quarter                    

Media Platforms07
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The FLI has conducted activations in six regions namely Khomas, Oshana, Oshikoto, Kunene, Kavango East and 
Erongo. As depicted in Fig.10 Kavango-East reported the highest number of participants recording 504 (25%) 
attendees, Oshana reported the least attendees with a total of 137 (6.8%) participants. The overall number of people 
reached through activations was 2003 in all six regions visited during the period under review.

FLI driven activations and roadshows in the Khomas, Oshana, Oshikoto, Kunene,Kavango-east and Erongo regions. 

FIG. 10: Number of Activation /Roadshow participants by region 
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Television Campaigns

During the period under review, FLI attended an interview by Namibian Broadcasting Corporation (NBC) hosted at 
the COVID -19 Communication Centre to discuss productive lending with representatives from different financial 
institutions.

General Interviews

Table 3 above shows the number of interviews FLI attended during the period under review. Various topics were 
covered ranging from investments and joint research project conducted- the detailed interviews can be found in the 
table above.

YPG Namibia Interview- Ms. Antonia Smith, Senior Media Officer being interviewed by YPG Team

Table 3: Number of general interviews attended by FLI (Apr 2020-Mar 2021)

COVID -19 Communication Centre discussion on productive lending. Left to Right: Mr. Dankie Katjiuanjo (Banking 
member of the public), Ms. Ester Kali (CEO Letshego Bank Namibia), Ms. Antonia Smith (Senior Media Officer FLI), 
Mr. Juandre Cupido (Financial Advisor).
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Radio Campaigns

Radio is one of the most valuable platforms for information sharing, as it can reach many listeners across national 
borders. During the period under review, the Fin Fit radio show was presented on the following local radio stations: 
Fresh FM, Radio Energy, Omulunga Radio Oshiwambo, NBC Omurari FM (Otjiherero), NBC, Kaisames FM (Damara, 
Nama). The Fin Fit shows targeted the youth and adults by educating them on various financial matters. 

FIG. 11: Number of radio programs aired per quarter

FIG.11, depicts the number of radio programs aired during the year a total of 276 radio programs were aired. Quarter 
one indicated the least amount of radio programmes with only 34 programs running. However, quarter four saw an 
almost three-fold increase to 108 radio programmes. The rise came as FLI acquired slots with more of the local 
language radio stations.

Short Message Service (SMS) Campaigns

The SMS line is used to communicate financial tips to the public and also about the FLI activities; such as event 
invitations.

FIG. 12: Number of SMSs sent during campaigns per quarter 

FIG. 12 above shows the number of SMSs sent to mobile numbers registered on the FLI database, for communication 
purposes such as financial tips and event invitations. More SMSs were sent during the fourth quarter with 63,521 
SMSs, while none were sent during the first quarter. Overall, 118 876 SMSs were sent out. The significant trend 
increase in the number of SMS sent during quarter three and four was due to the Start-up festival events held, MSMEs 
impact assessment notifications, as well as the festival financial tips that were sent during that period. 
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Website
 
FLI utilizes its website in addition to its other platforms to educate its stakeholders through information sharing about 
the mandate and mission of the organization, past and future events on business education and personal finances. 
All information can be found on the official FLI website at  www.fli-namibia.org.

FIG. 13: Number website visits per quarter

FIG. 13 above shows the number of the website visitors over a period of 12 months. The website had 24,104 visits 
during the financial year under review. Quarter one noted the highest number with 10 731 visits and the least were in 
quarter four with 1 190 visits. We observed the decreasing trend during the last two quarters due to the website 
being under maintenance. During this time people were unable to access the website contributing to the major 
decline during that timeframe.  

7.2 Print Media

Booklets

FLI published many booklets addressing various financial topics such as: investment options, types of short and long 
insurances, savings, borrowing, and many more. These booklets target individuals and MSMEs to improve their 
understanding of different financial models and services. 

FIG. 14: Number of FLI booklets distributed during the financial year
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The distribution of FLI books has occurred throughout the financial year. Quarter three had the highest number of 
distributions with 3148 booklets distributed as they were handed out during the start-up festival events. Quarter one 
saw the least amount of booklets distributed with only distributions of 217 booklets. A total number of 7 416 booklets 
were distributed during the reported period, to ensure people are educated financially and to create awareness on 
money management. FLI will keep distributing booklets to people as its mandate to educate people.

FLI booklets distributed at events

Newspaper name                                                         Article topic          Quarter published

The Namibian      Consider Credit Life Insurance to Cushion COVID -19         Quarter one

The Namibian          Not enough money to survive                  Quarter three

New Era                     Prioritizing financial products                                   Quarter threeTable 4 above, shows the number of newspaper articles produced during the year under review. In quarter three 
two articles were published in the New Era and The Namibia, the topics covered were “Prioritising Financial 
Products”, and “Not Enough Money to Survive”, respectively. -During quarter one article was published in The 
Namibian titled “Consider Credit Life Insurance to Cushion COVID -19”. During quarter two and four no articles were 
published.

Additionally, FLI was also requested in quarter three to publish an article in Vision Magazine titled “Be wise and 
spend wise this festival season” to educate the public during the festival.

Table 4: Number of Newspaper articles published by FLI (Apr 2020-Mar 2021):

Newsletter

A newsletter is produced quarterly and is distributed to all FLI website subscribers. Four quarterly newsletters were 
produced and distributed to the public that are subscribed to the FLI website. The following newsletters titled: How 
to keep your finances in check during the COVID-19 May 2020, How to keep your finances in check during the 
COVID 19 Part 2- July 2020 and REPO RATE CUT, WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR YOU?- September 2020 were sent out. 

Newspaper

FLI publishes articles in the various local newspapers on different topics to equip the public on certain financial 
knowledge that will help them make better and informed decisions with their finances.
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FIG. 15: Number of Facebook likes based on geographical location per quarter:                               

Facebook has emerged to be the best platform that allows for most people to be aware of FLI and its activities and 
upcoming events. During quarter one, the FLI Facebook page received the most likes, 207. However, during the last 
quarter of the year, the number of new likes declined to 131 likes only. The total number of Facebook likes recorded 
during the reviewed period was 660 (FIG. 15).

FIG. 16: Number of users reached by Facebook post during each quarter 

Social Media08

Social media platforms are commonly used by most of FLI’s target audience, ranging from the youth to adults. FLI 
uses common social media sites to interact with the public by sharing useful information. 

8.1 Facebook

Facebook is the most visited social networking site in keeping users connected. FLI’s Facebook page followers 
receive daily financial management information and tips. 
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Based on Facebook analytics of the FLI Facebook page, quarter four noticed the highest number of 29, 272 users 
reached by the FLI monthly posts for that quarter. The lowest number of users reached was during the months of 
quarter two, with only 15, 976 users reached. The upward trend between quarter two and quarter four is attributed to 
the increased number of posts FLI posted on the page after experiencing a 56% decline in number of users reached 
between quarter one and quarter two (FIG. 16).

Table 5: Number of users reached through the most engaged topics on Facebook posted by FLI (Apr 2020-Mar 2021)

Table 5 above illustrates the number of people reached though the most engaged posts on the FLI Facebook page. 
The topic, ‘Consultant vacant advert: Administrative Officer’ got the highest number of interactions, 6807 were noted 
during quarter four.   The least was noted during quarter two with only 662 interactions, on the topic tips on how to 
guide your children to become financially savvy adults.

Table 6: Number of Facebook users reached by specific topic videos (Apr 2020- Mar 2021)

Table 6 represents the number of users reached by FLI Facebook videos per quarter during the year; with videos 
produced by the FLI. The highest number of people reached with the videos was recorded in quarter 2, with 7633 
users, quarter one and two came in second and third and recorded 6996 and 2230 users reached respectively, A total 
of 18 708 people were reached through Facebook videos. The video that attracted the most people was on, ‘how to 
live a financial stress life free’ with 3572. 
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FIG. 17:  Number of new Twitter followers by quarter

FIG. 18: Number of Twitter impressions by quarter

Overall, the FLI Twitter page recorded 96 349 impressions, where quarter one had the highest recording of 45 300 
impressions and the least impressions received was 14 898 reported in quarter three. From quarter two the page 
experienced a significant decrease trend of twitter impressions, this was also noted to be around the festive season. 

8.2 Twitter

A total of 448 new followers were recorded, during the reporting period, whereby, quarter one noted the highest 
number of 152 and the least number was 60 in quarter three. The number of new followers drastically dropped from 
quarter one to quarter two and continued to decline in quarter 3 with an increase again in the last quarter (FIG. 17).
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Events

This section gives information of events organised by FLI within the reviewed period of 2020/21. 

9.1 Annual General Meeting (AGM)

The memorandum of understanding (MoU) that is signed by institutions to become platform supporters made it 
obligatory for FLI to carry out the AGM. The 2020/21 financial year AGM was held on 23 October 2020, whereby the 
secretariat manager presented an annual report containing detailed information about the secretariat's performance 
including financial statements and on future activities. In addition, the selection of new EXCO and tender committee 
was made at this meeting.

9.2 World Savings Day

FLI celebrates World Savings day annually on the 31st of October to call attention to the importance of saving as a 
way to reduce poverty, promote financial literacy and educate people on saving and managing their finances. The 
public also gets informed on the idea of saving their money in a bank rather than keeping it under their mattress.

DuringDuring the period under review, FLI designated to celebrate the day with its platform supporters and a request was 
made to all platform supporters to indicate their interest. The platform supporters’ institutions that responded 
positively to the request were: Payments Association of Namibia (PAN), National Youth Council of Namibia (NYC), 
KAYEC and Old Mutual. These were the institutions that were visited by FLI officials to distribute FLI booklets and 
promotional items. The FLI also had a media activation at Wernhill Mall, in the city centre (Windhoek), where 
members of the public were educated on various financial topics, focusing mainly on the importance of saving. The 
evevent took place on 31 October 2020. 

FLI team and Platform Supporters during the Annual general meeting

09

Scenes from the annual World Savings day held at Wernhill shopping mall, Windhoek
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Research10

Data collection at Olukonda Constituency offices in Oshikoto region during the joint NUST and FLI study on the consumption and 
saving behaviours among three social-economic segments of the population in Namibia   

During the reviewed period, NUST and FLI collected data on a “study of consumption and saving behaviours among 
three social-economic segments of the population in Namibia” from the following regions, Omusati, Oshana, 
Ohangwena, Oshikoto and Kunene. The data was collected from low, middle and high-income households. The 
study aimed at investigating what drives Namibians to overspend amidst awareness of its consequences to the three 
household segments and the findings will assist with the development of policies and new financial education 
programs. The study report is anticipated to be produced in the 2021/22 financial year.

FLI integrated research in the strategic plan to ensure evidence-based interventions for the financial education 
programs. During the period under review FLI conducted the following research activities.

10.1 Joint Research with Universities
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Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E)11

The objective of monitoring and evaluation is to assess the performance of FLI projects, to improve current and 
future management of outputs, outcomes, and impacts. The data on FLI projects is captured in the M&E framework 
to measure the deliverables.

Throughout the year, data on the projects carried out are recorded in the framework to allow the tracking of events 
and the production of relevant reports in addition to meeting the data request from stakeholders.
 
Reporting

Reports are produced on a quarterly and annual basis to give progress updates on the financial education programs.

Table 7: Number of progress reports produced (Apr 2020- Mar 2021)

A total of six reports have been produced during the period under review as depicted in table 7. The quarterly and 
annual reports, were produced to give an update on the progress made towards the implementation of the financial 
education programs, within the country, while, the start-up festival event impact assessment report, assessed the 
impact the event had on the participant in terms of establishing businesses and job creation. The participants had 
indicated that the start-up festival had positive effects, as some created businesses after attending the event and 
existing businesses could then create full and part-time employment opportunities. Furthermore, participants also 
indicaindicated that the start-up festival encouraged them to play a role in cultivating a culture of access to business 
information and awareness on financial assistance. 

The annual report was disseminated to the platform supporters, public, MoF and EXCO, all four quarterly reports 
were internally shared with MoF, EXCO members and platform supporter institutions.

Ms. Adelheid Nashilundo Research, M&E officer conducting a post -assessment with micro entrepreneurs from Otjiwarongo, 
Otjozonjupa and Gobabis, Omaheke region respectively.
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12.1 Development of the Operational Documents

The FLI must develop and present operational documents to the MoF and FLI management on an annual basis. 
During the period under review, FLI developed the plan of action, a detailed document with highlighted activities, 
and a budget for the 2020/21 FY. This document was presented to the EXCO and MoF management for approval 
and the approval was then granted. 

12.2 Performance Agreement 

Staff should develop annual performance agreements as per the performance management system. The 
performance agreement is developed for management to track the performance of employees consistently and 
measurably; this allows the management to ensure that employees and departments across the ministry are working 
effectively towards achieving their strategic goals.

During the period under review, all permanent staff developed performance agreements that were signed and 
submitted to the MoF management. These performance agreements were reviewed quarterly to monitor the staff 
performance in alignment with the annual plan.

12.3 Human Resource

The Secretariat organisational structure based on its mandate, comprise of six employees, therefore during the 
period under review, the team welcomed Ms. Ndeshi Shitenga who joined the team on the 2nd of June 2020 as a 
Secretariat Manager and, by the end of the 2020/21FY, the secretariat had all six (vacant) permanent positions 
filled.

12.4 EXCO Meetings

During the reporting period, the secretariat conducted all four EXCO meetings.

12.5 Annual review and development of the 2020 /21 Annual Plan

The annual plan review workshop, was conducted from 26-27 January 2021 at Am Weinberg in Windhoek. The 
workshop aimed at reviewing the 2020/2021 FY progress and develop the 2020/21 FY annual plan. The 2020/21 
plan of action was presented to management and the 2020/21 FY activities were executed as per the 
management approval, thereafter.

FLI team during the annual review and annual plan workshop

FLI Operational Internal Administration12
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RUNDU KAVANGO-EAST MEDIA ACTIVATIONS
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KUNENE REGION MEDIA ACTIVATION
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OSHIKOTO REGION MEDIA ACTIVATION
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WORLD SAVINGS DAY CELEBRATION, WINDHOEK

PUBLIC TALK
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FWWP ONCE-OFF TRAINING
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